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Abstract. Prediction of the wind flow over stockpiles and pile formations has the 

utmost importance in the assessment of potential erosion and evaluation of its 

environmental impact. The simulation of boundary deformation relies heavily on field 

experience and, numerical and experimental flow field analyses. In this paper, a 

computational fluid dynamics approach is used to perform the transient simulation of 

the boundary deformation of a sand pile. Saltation and creep mechanisms are modeled, 

and  they are considered to be the main erosion mechanisms for the sand transport.  

The computational predictions are validated against experimental results obtained 

through wind tunnel tests. The techniques developed and presented allow to evaluate 

and visualize the erosion on a two dimensional sinusoidal pile, and they contribute to 

enhanced understanding and prediction of geomorphologic changes. 
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1 I�TRODUCTIO� 

Fugitive dust emission and undesired geomorphologic changes have driven many 

researchers to conduct further studies on wind erosion behavior [1-3]. Numerous wind 

tunnel tests and field observations were carried out to analyze the deformation of 

stockpiles and sand transport phenomena [4-6]. Interesting qualitative computational 

models were presented to model snow drift, some of them modeling the erosion, 

saltation and deposition processes [7-9]. The development of a practical computational 

erosion simulation paves the way toward the study of the impacts of erosion, estimation 

of sand transport rate, deposition and surface changes. Computational modeling of 

erosion additionally provides the opportunity to study the transient nature of erosion in a 

full scale domain, which is difficult and costly to do experimentally [10]. This modeling 

is applicable and relevant to many other fields such as moving (loose) boundary, 

multiphase flow and particle transport [11].  

Accurate numerical modeling of surface deformation demands the knowledge of 

diverse phenomena occurring simultaneously; turbulent flow, erosion, saltation, 

suspension, creep, and mass flux models need to be considered [12]. Existing analytical 

models of saltation, creep and erosion can be incorporated into the computational 

modeling; therefore, when fully calibrated, they greatly contribute to the understanding 

of the complex nature of erosion [13-15].  

In this paper, the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach, coupled with a 

method to model the aeolian erosion is used to simulate simultaneously the wind flow 

around a dune (pile), and the surface deformation due to sand deposition and erosion. 

The method incorporates the knowledge of the erosion mechanism, and the commercial 

CFD code, Fluent 6.3, is used to solve the turbulent flow over the pile [16]; dynamic 

meshing is enabled to simulate the loose boundary deformations. A User Defined 

Function (UDF), including dynamic meshing control, erosion, saltation, creep, mass 

flux, and threshold shear velocity based on variable slope, is coupled to the Fluent code 

and compiled using Microsoft visual C compiler [17]. Remeshing and smoothing of 

meshes is performed for each time step. The 2D grid is built in Gambit and exported to 

Fluent. Modeling of erosion is accomplished by using the threshold shear velocity (u*t) 

concept. Although there are a few shortcomings for this criterion [18, 19], still is the 

best known and the best compromise between simplicity and reliability to determine the 

potential for erosion.  

The profile selected in this study, among other possible profiles (e.g. [20, 21]), is one 

that follows closely a sinus curve; the profile was used for both the experiments and the 

computational simulations. The pile was exposed to the wind, and its changing profile, 

due to the erosion, was measured or predicted at specified times. 

The method developed in this paper incorporates mass flux conservation. The total 

sand flux eroded from the surface is assumed to be deposited, saltated or suspended; the 

consequent deformations of the pile surface are calculated based upon this interchange. 

2  COMPUTATIO�AL MODEL 

In this section of the paper, the computational model and its assumptions and 

algorithms are explained and discussed. 

2.1 UDF algorithm  

The computational domain used in this work is assumed to be 2D and it is placed on 

a plane located midway the length of the pile and normal to its axis. The turbulent fluid 

field around the pile is solved for each time step. The model assumes unsteady 
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conditions, and is pressure based; the solver was selected from the computational tool of 

Fluent [16]. For each time step, the UDF is executed after the required number of 

iterations to achieve the convergence criterion (maximum residual of 10
-4

) for each 

equation is performed. Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the algorithm used for the 

UDF; the UDF is assigned only to the pile zone, i.e. the “far-away” region is not 

considered,   as it will be discussed in section 2.2.  

 

Figure 1: Modeling algorithm. 

It should be noted the proposed algorithm can be applied to any type of geometry 

regardless of its dimensions and shape. The 2D geometry can be placed in any arbitrary 

position in the computational domain, and the method is totally independent of the 

meshing. 

2.2 Flow simulation and boundary conditions 

As already mentioned, the geometry considered has a sinusoidal profile with 

maximum height (H) of 75 mm and streamwise length (L) of 450 mm (6H). The 

equation of the pile profile and the actual (experimental) cross-section are shown in 

figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Computational and actual cross-section profiles of the pile. 

The computational domain is rectangular with the dimensions indicated in figure 3. 

To reduce the effect of the inlet and outlet on the flow field, the pile is placed at an 

extended distance from these boundaries. 

The computational domain is taken sufficiently long in the downstream the pile to 

validate a zero-gradient condition at the outlet. Grid generation is performed by Gambit 

software [16]. The elements are tetrahedral, and 39423 nodes are generated inside the 

domain. The pile profile is modeled by 260 nodes distributed along its deformable 

boundary. The grid and boundary conditions are presented in figure 3.  

 

Figure 3: Computational domain including dimensions and boundary conditions. 

The fully developed velocity profile, imposed at the inlet boundary, is computed 

based on the power law profile, namely:  

 
�

�� = (�
�)	  (1) 

where u is the longitudinal wind velocity component, U0 is the reference velocity, δ is 

the boundary layer thickness, the constant α is equal to 0.40 or 0.11, depending on the 

experimental conditions, and z indicates the vertical height measured from the ground 

level (wall). The inlet condition, which uses a pre-defined velocity profile, is 

implemented through a specific UDF [17]. At the outlet boundary, the pressure is set to 

zero and the pressures calculated within the domain are defined relative to the zero 

pressure value at the boundary. The upper boundary, named in figure 3 as “opening”, is 

treated as “far field” pressure [16]. The ‘no-slip condition’ was applied to the fluid–

solid interface, and the turbulence is modeled using the standard κ − ε model, which 
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calculates the turbulent kinetic energy, κ, and its rate of dissipation, ε, based on the 

assumption the flow is fully turbulent. The magnitude of the molecular viscosity is 

much smaller than that of the turbulent viscosity; therefore, the molecular viscosity is 

neglected in this study. The standard wall function is used for the fluid-solid interface; 

the closure coefficients proposed by Hanjalic and Launder [22] are used for the κ − ε 

model, and they are: Cµ = 0·09, Cε1 = 1.44, Cε2 = 1.92, σk = 1.0, σε = 1.30. Wall 

roughness is set to z0=0.05 mm, i.e., it is equal to d/10, where d is the grain diameter 

[23]. Dynamic meshing is assigned to the pile zone (figure 3). Table.1 presents the 

dynamic meshing values considered in the simulations; the profile is updated at the end 

of each time step (∆t =1s). 

Table 1: Dynamic meshing values [16]. 

Parameter description values 

Spring constant factor 1 

Boundary node relaxation 1 

Convergence tolerance 0.001 

Minimum length scale 3.348 mm 

Maximum length scale 7.783 mm 

Maximum cell skewness 0.339 

 

2.3  Variable shear threshold velocity on slope module 

There is a considerable body of theoretical work for the threshold shear velocity    

(u*) for sand grains spread uniformly over a slope surface. However, if the influence of 

cohesive forces between particles and the effect of Reynolds number are neglected, then 

the ratio of threshold on a sloping surface to that on a leveled surface can be given as 

[24]:  

 
�∗��

�∗��� = cos � + ��� �
��� 	  (2) 

where u*t (m/s) is the local threshold shear velocity on the slope, u*t0 is the fluid 

threshold friction velocity on the leveled surface (without slope), the angle θ is the 

slope, α is the static friction angle, which is determined from the experimental results of  

Iversen and Rasmussen [25]. 

As the profile of the pile is updated for each time step, the angle θ changes, and, 

consequently, u*t over the pile is computed by the UDF routine. The shear velocity, u
*
, 

is defined as follows: 

 �∗ = ����
�  (3) 

where �  is the wall shear stress and  ! the air density.  

2.4  Erosion module  

As stated in section 2.3, u*t is computed based on the slope. For this calculation the  

threshold shear velocity value for the flat bed is considered u*t0 =0.33 m/s, based on a 

grain diameter  (d) of 0.5mm [11]. For each time step and for each node, the shear 

velocity is compared to the threshold shear velocity and, if shear velocity for a 

particular node exceeds the threshold value, then the area (cell) surrounding the node 
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will be eroded. The corresponding erosion flux, "#$%&'%( (kg/m.s), relative to that node, 

is calculated based on the relation: 

 "#$%&'%( = ) *+
,-..0 *�

1- �∗2     (4) 

where D is a standard grain diameter equal to 0.25 mm, d is the mean grain diameter 

of the sand for this study (0.5 mm), and C is a constant, which may take different values 

depending on the constitution of the bed (1.5 for nearly uniform sand, 1.8 for naturally 

graded sand found on sand dunes, 2.8 for poorly sorted sand with a wide range of grain 

sizes, and 3.5 for a pebbly surface), and for the present case takes the value of 1.8 [11]. 

The variables ρ (=1.22 kg/m
3
) and g are the air density and the gravity constant, 

respectively. 

The depression of the node satisfying the condition (u*)> (u*t) and the corresponding 

area, herosion, caused by the material flux (Qerosion) removed from the surface is estimated 

based on the following relation: 

 ℎ#$%&'%( =  *4567897:
�8.;: . ∆=-               (5) 

where ρs (=1497 Kg/m
3
) is the sand density, ln   is the side length of the cell 

corresponding to the targeted node, and ∆t is the time step. For each time step, the 

relation is applied to each node to be eroded, and the node is depressed by the 

corresponding value of  herosion. 

2.5   Saltation and creep module 

A careful review of the literature on saltation and creep related to the dynamics of 

wind erosion [12, 13] led to the following expression to estimate the saltation flux: 

 "&>;?>?'%( = )@ *+
,-..0 *�

1- �∗�(�∗ − �?∗)         (6) 

where C1 =4.2.  The saltation module calculates (�∗, �?∗) for each time step on the pile 

zone and its corresponding saltation flux according to equation (6). Considering Qsaltation 

as a packet of sand which is airborne, this packet travels over the pile with two possible 

paths: it may deposit or a fraction may remain suspended depending on the grain 

diameter. In the present study, due to the relatively large grain size used (d=0.5 mm),  

the suspension is low for [26]; therefore, it is neglected. The length, lsalt, and the height, 

hsalt, of the grain trajectory (figure 4) are calculated, respectively, by the following 

relations [13]: 

 ℎ&>;? = 0.82 �∗�/G (7a) 

 H&>;? = )&ℎ&>;? (7b) 

where the constant )& may take values between 10 and 15, as reported in [11, 13]. For 

this study, because there is no prior guidance, a mean value (Cs=12) is selected. The 

saltation module computes H&>;?  for every node which is targeted based on the value 

of �∗. The deposition locations are determined by using the relation : 

 Deposition_7ode_x=Saltation_7ode_x+lsalt (8) 
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Figure 4: Schematic depiction of saltation and creep. 

Deposition_7ode_x defines the deposition location for the saltation flux for the pile 

zone, and Saltation_7ode_x defines the location from where flux is taken (figure 4). 

The rise of the deposition node is calculated using the following equation for each time 

step: 

                                           ℎI>;?>?'%( =  *4JKL�K�97:
�8 . ;: . ∆=-                         (9) 

A user subroutine, applying an ad hoc algorithm, is used to find the closest node to 

Deposition_7ode_x to reduce the computational time. The same procedure is 

undertaken for creep, whose flux is estimated by the equation: 

                                              "M$##N = O �∗
P1+  "&>;?>?'%(                (10) 

where α=0.8 [13]. 

Unlike the saltation flux, the creep flux is not airborne. The grains roll over the 

surface based on their initial kinetic energy, which is dissipated through friction and 

damping on the surface. The average creep length, HM$##N, is calculated, by considering 

the friction energy loss and grain kinetic energy, with the following equation [13]:  

                                                        HM$##N = 0.5 �∗�
R1           (11) 

where µ is the coefficient of dynamic friction, for which the value of 0.4 was selected,  

considering sand friction over a sand bed [15]; according to equation (11), those grains 

with higher velocities roll longer distances on the pile. Creeping deposition locations are 

estimated based on the following equation: 

 Deposition_creep_7ode_x=Saltation_7ode_x+lcreep  (12) 

where Deposition_creep_7ode_x defines the location on the pile where the creep flux  

settles; this section of the module estimates the contribution of creep to deposition. It 

should be noted from equation (10) that creep is represented by a fraction of saltation; 

ultimately, similarly to the procedure for saltation, the node that receives the material 

deposition is the one with the closest node coordinates to Deposition_creep_7ode_x 

.The vertical rise of the node and corresponding cell, (hcreep), due to the material 

deposition is calculated by the following equation: 

 ℎM$##N =  *4S655T
�8.;: . ∆=-           (13) 

2.6   Flux module 

After the computation of the erosion, saltation and creep fluxes, the UDF module 

determines the summation of fluxes for each time step. Taking into consideration the 
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conservation of sand mass, the suspension flux is determined by subtracting to the 

erosion flux the deposited flux due to saltation and creep, namely: 

 Qsuspension = Q erosion - Q saltation - Q creep (14) 

3 COMPUTATIO�AL RESULTS A�D DISCUSSIO� 

3.1   Variable threshold shear velocity  

As already mentioned, the present approach requires that �∗? varies across the pile 

zone (figure 3), due to the slope variation. The algorithms developed take into account 

the upslope or downslope conditions. The threshold shear velocity is shown in figure 5, 

for two time steps; for the first time step, the values of �∗? are practically independent 

from the wind velocity; however, as time goes on, in response to the deformation of the 

surface due to the wind velocity, changes for, �∗?  along the surface will occur. The 

maximum value of �∗? occurs on the upslope where θ reaches the higher value. At the 

initial time (t=0 s) for positions  x = 0, 225 and 450 mm, because the surface is 

horizontal, i.e. there is no slope, the values of  �∗?  approaches the reference value  

for �∗?.(= 0.33) m/s, as proposed by [4]. For t=360s, when the original pile slope has 

already been considerably deformed, the pile crest region no longer shows the trend 

originally observed for �∗?. 

 

 

Figure 5: Variation of  �∗? with time 

3.2   Simulation results 

For the simulations, an undisturbed wind velocity U0=8.9 m/s was chosen. Results 

presented in Figure 6 show the time evolution of the pile as it gets eroded. The erosion 

process accelerates in the beginning of the simulation because �∗ greatly exceeds �∗?. 

The saltation and creep fluxes are transported and deposited mostly on the lee side of 

the pile and also over the pile extension. Due to the erosion and deposition processes, 

remeshing and smoothing of the boundary are performed for each time step. Cells with 

length exceeding the maximum cell length criterion will be subdivided automatically 

into appropriate triangular elements. The contours of velocity distribution are shown in 

figure 6; on the lee side, the velocity is quite low, as indicated by the blue color, in 

comparison with that at the crest region,  which is represented in red.  
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Figure 6: Computational prediction of the pile deformation. 

4 VALIDATIO� 

Wind tunnel experiments were conducted to validate the computational results 

derived from the numerical model. In this section it is described the equipment, the 

procedure adopted, and the granulometry of the sand used in the experiments. 

4.1 Wind tunnel  

The wind tunnel used for this study is installed at the Industrial Aerodynamics 

Laboratory (LAI) of ADAI (Association for the Development of the Industrial 

Aerodynamics-University of Coimbra, Portugal). This wind tunnel has an open working 

chamber, which is 5 m long, placed after a 2 m x 2 m square cross-section nozzle. The 

experiment was performed for an undisturbed velocity U0=8.9 m/s. Due to the short 

length of the working section, no vorticity generators or boundary layer thickness 

controlling elements were used to change the velocity profile. The profiles of the 

streamwise velocity component (u) and turbulence intensity are measured at a distance 

of 2 m from the nozzle's exit, at half-width of the wind tunnel working chamber; the 

measured mean velocity profile is consistently correlated by the power law relation 

expressed by equation (1), which is used in the computational model. The turbulence 

intensity of the longitudinal velocity component remains nearly unchanged with the 

height, and it can be taken approximately equal to 15%, as suggested in [26]. 

The physical model of the dune is a truncated cylinder with a base of sinusoidal 

profile. It was placed centered on the floor of the working chamber and equidistant to its 
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sidewalls. The leading edge of the sand was positioned 2.3 m downstream the nozzle 

exit, with its axis normal to the main flow direction (figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: Wind tunnel working chamber and pile setup. 

4.2 Geometry and pile setup 

The experimental pile, as already mentioned, has a sinusoidal profile with maximum 

height (H) of 75 mm and streamwise length (L) of 450 mm (6H). The computational 

equation of the pile profile and the actual cross-section are shown in figure 2. The 

experimental profile is extruded normal to its plane with a width of 1000 mm (figure 8). 

This large length is selected to ensure negligible end effects at the loci placed on the 

plane normal to the axis of the pile and placed midway the length; this assertion is, in 

fact, confirmed by the experimental results. Two large Perspex side walls are installed 

to help reducing the edge effects on the pile (figure 8). For the construction of the dune 

two wooden guides, with their profile given by the sinus equation (figure2), are placed 

apart 1000 mm, and then sieved sand fills the space between them. Then, a ruler 

supported by the two guides is swept along them for the formation of the sinusoidal 

pile. This procedure provides for an even and homogenous pile surface. Before the tests, 

as shown in Figure 2, the surface profile of the pile was measured using a laser device, 

and good agreement with the sinus equation was observed, as reported in figure 2. 

 

Figure 8: Sand pile prior to the experiments with wooden guides and side walls on each side. 

4.3 Sand characterization 

For the current experiments, the pile was made out of relatively fine sand. The 

granulometry test conducted for the sand used revealed the prevailing particles have a 

diameter of approximately 0.5 mm, as reported for this type of sand in [26]. The 

Sand pile 

Side walls 

Wooden supports 
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threshold shear velocity, corresponding to this prevailing particle diameter, is 0.33 m/s, 

according to Bagnold's formula [4]. The sand density, measured for this specific 

granulometry, is equal to 1497 kg/m
3
. Prior to the testing, the sand was dried in a 

furnace during several hours, and then sieved several times to obtain an unconsolidated 

granular material. 

4.4 Test procedure 

A laser-based distance measurement instrument (Dimetix, model DLS-B15), placed 

2.77 m above the floor of the working chamber, was used to measure the surface 

changes of the pile. According with the specifications of the laser instrument, the 

accuracy of the measurements is 1.5 mm at a statistical confidence level of 95.4%. The 

laser is mounted on a traversing system, working on a plane parallel to the base of the 

model, which allows the laser to be moved in two perpendicular directions. The 

carrying system is equipped with stepper motors to control the motion and location with 

high precision. The entire process is computer-controlled, and the distance measurement 

is processed over the surface profile located half-way the width of the pile. The 

increment for each successive data point is 5 mm in the streamwise direction. The 

measurement “sweep” over the profile is conducted sequentially; at each point the 

distance registered is taken as the average of four laser measurements. 

Prior to the start of the data acquisition, the pile was sheltered with a wooden panel 

until the desired wind velocity was reached; at this point, the protection was removed. 

At each time step, erosion was allowed during two minutes, after this time the wind 

tunnel fan is stopped, and the measurement of the profile of the pile is then performed. 

This routine is repeated after every two minutes of operation. 

4.5 Experimental results  

Figure 9 shows the time-deformation of the pile, as a consequence of an undisturbed 

wind velocity of U0=8.9 m/s. Before starting the erosion, the original pile profile was 

measured at its centerline, which is shown as the first curve in figure 9. Each 

measurement “sweep” to register the pile contour is performed after every two minutes 

(120 seconds). The wind erodes the pile top surface through saltation and creeping 

processes; this is noticeable from the transition from the second to the third profiles 

reported in figure 9; there is a shift on the crest area of the pile towards the right. As 

time advances, the trailing edge of the pile rises. The analysis of the trailing edge is 

important for a better understanding of the mechanisms involved; therefore, in this 

study, for each measurement “sweep”, the profile of the trailing edge is measured over a 

region extending 100 mm beyond the original length of the pile (L=450 mm). 
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Figure 9: Time-development of the pile profile on a plane normal to the axis and place midway the width 

for U0 = 8.9 m/s. 

4.6 Comparison between experimental and computational results  

The computational predictions presented in section 3 are compared against the 

experimental results, which were obtained with identical inlet velocity profiles, as 

described in section 4.1. Figure 10 shows the comparison between the experimental 

results and the computational predictions for different time steps. Their agreement, 

despite a few minor discrepancies, is remarkable. It should be noted that it is critical to 

take into consideration the dependence of u*t on the local slope . 

 

Figure 10: Comparison between the computational predictions and experimental results for the pile 

profile for different times (U0 = 8.9 m/s). 

In what concerns the minor discrepancies and anomalies observed, it is worthwhile to 

review them as guidance for future developments. The “jumps” that can be noticed in 

the numerical predictions for the upper part of the pile may be due to excessive 

accumulation of creep or saltation fluxes. The discrepancies on the lee side and bed 

extension may be caused by the recirculation zone, which is not fully captured by the 

computational model. These discrepancies may go back to the creep and saltation 

models, which incorporate several simplifying assumptions and, in particular the 

following two: 1. the numerical model considers a uniform sand grain size, while in 

reality the granulometry tests indicate a broad range of grain sizes; only the prevailing 
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grain diameter (d=0.5 mm) is considered. Models under development are considering 

the full range of grain sizes, which may affect the value u*t0, and consequently u*t, and 

the flux models, as expressed by equations (6) and (10); and 2. the present model is 

applied to conditions, which differ from those used for the derivation of the flux 

equations; therefore, appropriate calibration tests for the coefficients, such as )&, α, and 

µ of equations (7), (9) and (11), are required to guarantee the use of the computational 

model at its full potential. 

5. CO�CLUSIO�  

In this study is proposed a computational model for modeling wind erosion 

deformations, which is applied to the modeling and simulation of the aeolian erosion of 

a two dimensional sinusoidal sand pile. Analytical models for saltation, creep and mass 

flux available in the open literature are incorporated in user routines, which are 

compatible with the CFD software. The overall computational model considers 

unsteady conditions and it uses a dynamic meshing solver; its main objective is to 

develop a computational tool, which can predict the erosion and surface deformation of  

granular material in the form of dunes and stockpiles. Wind tunnel experiments were 

conducted for a physical model of a dune, and the results were compared against the 

computational predictions obtained with the computational model developed. The 

comparison between the experimental results and the computational predictions reveals 

good agreement. The minor discrepancies may be traced to possible simplifications of 

the numerical model, in particular, the use of single grain size sand and of constants of 

the empirical models for erosion, saltation and creep fluxes, which have not been 

calibrated.  
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